We consider a generalized convolution, linking Structure Functions (SF)
n, p structure functions (SF) from data on ratios σ( 3 H)/σ( 3 He) of inclusive cross sections. An electron beam with E ≈ 11-12 GeV [1] is expected to provide the required wide, continuous kinematic ranges. The proposal has already elicited discussions, mainly on the stability of the suggested extraction techniques for C(x, Q 2 ) [2] [3] [4] [5] .
An experiment, involving the SF of the lightest isobars with minimal I-spin symmetry breaking is presumably best suited to obtain C(x, Q 2 ). However, even when an upgrading of the beam will be approved, results on the A=3 proposal are not expected before 2006. One therefore wonders whether existing data on F A 2 may furnish similar information. Below we explore this possibility and present first results for C(x, Q 2 ) and F n 2 (x, Q 2 ) from inclusive scattering data on D,C and Fe.
In the following we limit ourselves to inclusive scattering of unpolarized electrons from randomly oriented targets A. The cross section per nucleon for beam energy E reads
where θ and ν are the scattering angle and the energy loss. F Henceforth nuclear and nucleon SF are assumed to be related by some generalized con-
is the SF for a nucleus, composed of point-nucleons, where initially a p or a n absorbs the virtual photon; f P N,A is their average over the number of protons and neutrons in the target A(Z, N). F N k stands for the similarly averaged nucleon (N) SF (We often drop arguments of functions when there is no danger of confusion) 1 .
Eq. (2) describes partons from nucleons in a nucleus, but not those from other sources (virtual bosons) neither does it account for anti-screening. Both limit the use of (2) to x 0.15-0.20 [9] . Eq. (2) is estimated to be valid for Q 2 Q 2 c ≈ 2 − 2.5 GeV 2 [10, 11] .
We briefly mention previously suggested extraction methods for F n 2 . Those dealt mostly with D data and use f P N in the Impulse Approximation (IA) [12, 13] . It has for instance been emphasized that Eq. (2) is a Fredholm integral equation for the unknown F N k . Discretization in x and z produces a set of linear equations with a solution, tending to the exact answer for ∆z → 0 [14] . The strong variation of the ′ kernel ′ f P N apparently hampers an actual application of the above. We also mention iteration methods to deconvolute nuclear effects for a D target [12, 15] .
A different deconvolution has been suggested for the proposed precision data, relating 
with, in principle, arbitrary a and b. For given F p 2 those ratios contain C(x) explicitly, and are from Eq. (2) seen to depend implicitly on C(x/z). Iteration determines C(x).
Finally we recall the expansion of F N (x/z) in Eq. (2) around the maximum z ≈ 1 of [18] . Inclusive data do not reach the elastic point x = 1, but the used parametrizations do. With no direct information on F n k , one frequently uses the 'primitive' assumption
which is the first term in Eq. (5) for the D and thus holds only for small x. The question of interest is how modifications of Eq. (6) 
The SF f P N,A is a many-body property and requires a model for a calculation, such as the perturbative IA, which to lowest order contains the single-hole spectral function [19, 20] .
There nucleons appear off their mass shell and a prescription is needed to handle those. We prefer a non-perturbative version, based on a generalized Gersch-Rodriguez-Smith (GRS) theory, where the SF of nucleons F N are reasoned to be on their mass shell. That method moreover allows a computation of f P N,A beyond its lowest order [7, 11, [21] [22] [23] .
The above program has initially been realized for A ≥ 12. It has been shown that f
is nearly independent of A, and using Eq. (2) one proves the same for F A k . Data indeed show that for x 0.8, the ratios µ
differ from 1 by less than 2-3% [21, 23, 24] .
The above does not hold for the lightest nuclei, in particular not for
are the EMC ratios, with their characteristic deviations from 1 in the range x 0.9 [25] .
For A ≤ 4 and given NN interaction, one may presently compute with great precision nuclear ground states [26] , as well as f P N,A in Eq. (2 We now address the inverse problem of trying to extract F n 2 from data on F p,A 2 and the above-mentioned computed f . First one needs to obtain nuclear SF and we shall use JLab data for D [29, 30] and for C, Fe [31] , supplemented by some older NE3 data of more restricted kinematics [32] . We mention two approaches: i) R-ratios: Ideally one performs a Rosenbluth extraction of F A k from cross sections (1) for fixed x, Q 2 and varying θ or E, which provides
Unfortunately, the set of (x, Q 2 ) points in the JLab and NE3 data does not enable the above Rosenbluth extractions. Instead one frequently invokes an empirical expression such
It assumes A, as well as x-independence and prescribes the dependence on Q 2 [33] . The above empirical R actually contradicts theoretical predictions [11] .
We shall return to this point below.
ii) T heoretical inf ormation: Using the primitive F n,pr , computed cross sections (1) as function of θ, ν generally agree with data in the deep-inelastic regions,
). There we select data, for which the relative deviation
satisfies |1 − α| 0.2 and which, for given θ appear to change smoothly with x. We suggest to attribute the above deviations in equal measure to both structure functions F A k in (1), which enables the definition of quasi-data
By construction, the F A,qd k produce an exact fit to cross sections.
Use of Eq. (2) for the purpose of inversion requires input for fixed Q 2 and running x, whereas cross section data are for essentially one beam energy E and cover separated x bins. Q 2 varies mildly within those x-bins, but not when going from one bin to a neighbouring one. It is thus necessary to make cuts for fixed Q 2 , containing a maximal number of x-points with x 1.0 − 1.1. After careful interpolation between quasi-data, the above appears only fulfilled for Q 2 between 3-4 GeV 2 and then only for 0.5 x 1.1. It is clearly impossible to reliably extrapolate the manipulated quasi-data into the crucial range x 0.5.
At this point we invoke the empirical observation that for
and F 
The latter extension to x = 0 is in agreement with Eq. (5) and will be needed below 2 .
We recall that f P N,A in Eq. After the critical remarks on the empirical form of the R-ratio it comes as a surprise that in the range 0.5 x 1, F F e,qd 2 (x, 3.5) and the empirically extracted F F e(R) 2 (x, 3.5) agree to within ±5%, and even for 1 x 1.5 to within ±12%! It vindicates Arrington's claim that even a 100% uncertainty in the phenomenological R incurs only a 5% uncertainty in
We proceed as follows. For Fe, for which the number of available deep-inelastic data points is largest, we use F F e,qd 2 from method ii). With insufficient C, D data for application of that method, we exploit Eq. (7) and find
EMC data for µ C are in the desired range 0.3 x 0.80 where they require some smoothing.
For x 0.30 we interpolated the purely nucleonic component as in ii) and added for 0.80 < x < 0.88 averages of Be and Al data [25] .
We now introduce Mellin transforms (MT) and their inverses, which for real g(x) are defined asg
The constant a is chosen such, that g(u) = g(a + it) is free of singularities in the complex u plane to the right of the imaginary u axis shifted by a.
Application of Eq. (12a) to Eq. (2), turns the generalized convolution into a linear relation, which can be solved forF Next we consider u = 0 in Eq. (13b). Since the normalization of f P N,A implies f P N,A (1) = 1, one finds
Consequently, Eq. (12a), when used in (10a) implies that none of the MT of SF are defined for u = 0. This has numerical consequences also in the immediate neighbourhood of u = 0.
Unfortunately, the direct inversion Eq. (12b) ofF(u) runs into serious numerical problems. We therefore take recourse to indirect methods, all featuring a parametrization of the ratio C in It is convenient to re-parametrize
A small a 2 ≪ 1 in Eq. (16a) produces the observed rise of F In the region 0.02 x 0.9, F p 2 , Eq. (16a), practically coincides with the parametrization in Ref. [17] , both agreeing with data averaged over resonances.
We now explore some extraction methods, comparing relevant computed or extracted expressions A, related to F n 2 and parametrized forms B:
I) The extractedF (14)). An empty entry indicates the absence of a minimum in the studied intervals. We note that in those cases the slope of the variance is very small and that the range of C (1) is actually compatible with values from real minima. The results for the two methods and for the three targets produces a well-determined average C(1, 3.5) = 0.54 ± 0.03.
In Fig. 1 we show the full C(x, 3.5), as well as F We now argue that for our purposes the regarded Q 2 ≈ 3.5 GeV 2 is not ′ large ′ . First 
with
Recent data show that γ, α p , α n deviate from 1 and equal for Q 2 = 3.5, 5.0 GeV 2 : γ=0.552, 0.349 and α n /α p ≈ 1.2, 1.1 [35, 36] . Eqs. The large Q 2 limit essentially depends on the same for α n /α p . For a value 1, C(x → 1, Q 2 → ∞) = 0.469, which shows that in the above sense C(1, 3.5) is still far from a scaling limit.
The above value 0.61 is reasonably close to the extracted one and has also been entered on the abscissa in Fig.1 . Either one definitely exceeds previously cited values C(1) ≈ 0.42 from D data (cf. Ref. [15] ). The above seems to indicate that SU(6) symmetry u v (x, 3.5) = 2d v (x, 3.5) for the up and down quark parton distribution functions is only mildly broken.
It is moreover in agreement with globally extracted distribution functions [38, 39] .
[37], because of nearly identical contributions from the dominant small x region. We note in passing that a finite outcome requires C(0, Q 2 ) = 1. For CTEQ parametrizations from global parton-distribution functions C(0, Q 2 ) = (1 + δC(0)) [38] , leading to a diverging S G .
The above reasoning rests on forms for the nucleon SF, averageKd over resonances.
Retaining those in detail, the sharp first inelastic threshold will become blurred, but it seems reasonable that C(1, Q 2 ) for relatively low Q 2 remains determined by static elastic form factors. That point is presently under study. A similar large-Q 2 result has been found from quark-hadron duality considerations, pushed to the extreme for the part F N (N E) 2 [40] . Summarizing, we have described methods to extract the neutron Structure Function from existing inclusive scattering data on various targets. The experimental material from several targets provided consistent values for C(1, 3.5). It is very desirable to plan the forthcoming inclusive scattering experiments on D and 4 He with the available 6 GeV beam [41] , such that there be coverage of continuous x 1-range for at least one Q 2 . Confrontation of those data with accurate calculations, possible for those nuclei [27, 28] will sharpen the present outcome for F 
